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ABSTRACT 

 Civil war in Syria that has occurred since 2011 has caused so many 

problems in economic, social, political, also human right violation. The civil war not 

only killed hundreds and violates human rights but also cause paralysis of economy, 

infrastructure demage such as historic buildings, schools and hospitals which has 

isolated hundreds of Syrian People. According to data from the UNHCR in Syria 

Regional Refugee Response there are some 4,957,907 refugees who have already 

been recorded in Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon Turkey and North Africa. And 

according to data from the UN, the Arab League in Syria there are more than 

400,000 casualties. This masacre was more than what the world can take. 

 Syria has been under Bashar Al-Assad’s rule for more than 17 years which 

leads to the biggest destruction and chaos that we can not bear anymore. it was such 

a surprise when the biggest caos dan human right violation could happen in the 21
st
 

Century which the international community has been aware of human rights. But in 

Syria, human rights is too good to be true where violation is everywhere in every 

system. Syria constitution is Republic that obviously means Syria is one of democratic 

country but in practice, people are not given space to participate in politics or 

freedom of association, the government limits the dissemination of information by 

controlling the mass media in Syria. In response to the economic, political and 

military crisis in Syria, Bashar Al-Assad has been being forced to step down from his 

power. United States, Saudi Arabia, the opposition FSA (Free Syrian Army) and SNC 

(Syrian National Council) are those which constantly force Bashar to leave his 

position but this pressure means nothing to Bashar where Bashar Assad stays strong 

for running his government. This article will analyze why Bashar al-Assad can 

maintain his regime dispite of all pressure that force him to step aside and leave his 

goverment. 
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